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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures 
Series Airs Saturdays at 10a/9c 
TV-Y7 
PAC-MAN AND THE GHOSTLY ADVENTURES follows the daily events of Pac as he saves Pac-World. Together 
with his friends Cyli and Spiral, Pac and his buds face the issues of being teenagers while also protecting Pac-
World from a ghostly army led by the evil Betrayus. Each adventure follows Pac and his friends as they try to 
return the ghosts to Netherworld. 

• Pac to the Future premieres Saturday, December 7 at 10a/9c 
When Pac and his pals get blasted into the past, he finally meets his parents and his Baby Pac self 
during PacWorld War I. 

• Heebo-Skeebo premieres Saturday, December 14 at 10a/9c 
PacWorld Kingpin Obtuse is working for Betrayus and uses Skeebo to try and steal Pac's power 
berries, but the plan backfires when Skeebo uses the berries to turn himself into the super-
powered Heebo-Skeebo. 

• Mission ImPacable! premieres Saturday, December 21 at 10a/9c 
Pac-Man is physically controlled by Betrayus when he swallows a special micro-chip, and Pac's 
friends must help him infiltrate the Netherworld spy-style to retrieve the remote controller. 

 

Super Monsters 
Series Airs Saturdays at 8a/7c 
TV-Y 
Welcome to Pitchfork Pines Preschool where the children of the world’s famous (and not so famous) monsters 
come to learn to be the best people, and the best monsters, they can be. Drac, Cleo, Lobo, Katya, Zoe and 
Frankie are preschoolers with dual identities – they’re humans in the day and monsters after dark. When the 
sun sets, these little preschoolers shimmer with magic and giggle in delight as they transform into SUPER 
MONSTERS! 

• Glorb the Gobbler/Petting Zoo Hullabaloo premieres Saturday, December 7 at 8a/7c 
The Super Monsters can't resist giving Glorb extra servings of his special food, until suddenly little 
Glorb begins to grow very, very big! Cleo is nervous around the unfamiliar animals at the petting 
zoo, until she meets Griffy, the baby griffin, and uses her wind power to help him learn to fly. 

• Practice Makes Perfect/Henri In Boots premieres Saturday, December 14 at 8a/7c 
Drac has a new magic kit and wants to put on a show, but he hasn't practiced any of the tricks, and 
Drac's Magnificent Magic Show is a magnificent mess. When Lobo reads the story of Puss In Boots 
by the light of the full moon, his werewolf magic brings all the characters in the book to life! 

• Oh My, Pizza Pie/The Glorb Who Cried premieres Saturday, December 21 at 8a/7c 
On a field trip to Luigi's Pizzeria, the Super Monsters learn how to make the perfect pizza and the 
importance of teamwork! Glorb loves pretending to be in trouble and getting the Super Monsters 
to come 'rescue' him. Eventually, Glorb really does need help, but no one believes him. 
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Pirata & Capitano 
Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c 
TV-Y 
Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a never-
ending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious 
islands of the Great Sea. 

• Psycho Cyclops’ Quest/A Treasured Family premieres Sunday, December 8 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Racket the Ogre wants to become a pirate. Pirata is in charge of training him, but it's excruciatingly 
difficult, as Racket has absolutely no pirate qualities. But this "bad student" ends up giving 
everyone a powerful lesson in true piracy. During the annual trading market on Barracuda Island, 
Roberto's prized golden ladle goes missing! 

• The New Crew Member/Saving Little Goozi premieres Sunday, December 15 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Pirata sets sail on a new treasure hunt, but she has to take Murana with her because she has 
amnesia and thinks she's a member of the Pink Skull's crew. Diving to take geographical readings, 
Hippo-the-Wise finds herself faced with a Goozi behaving strangely.  

• The Light of the Great Ocean/Breaking the Curse premieres Sunday, December 22 at 8:30a/7:30c 
In the middle of the night, the Pink Skull's crew spots a strange light moving through the water. 
Immediately curious, Pirata discovers that an old had also witnessed the strange light. Normally, 
Barracuda Island is a haven of peace, a place where pirates keep their sabers sheathed and 
arguments are forgotten. But now, there's trouble: Lobster-the-Red and Crocodile Rock, the most 
even-tempered and reasonable pirates on the Great Sea, are fighting over a sword. Even worse, 
Pirata's two best friends, Capitano and Weboo, get involved in the dispute. Can Pirata stop the 
madness and negotiate peace among the pirates? 

 

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Cake Wars 
Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
While there are plenty of masterful cake makers out there, only few have the skills to win CAKE WARS. 
Jonathan Bennett hosts this grueling competition where four expert bakers go toe-to-toe to see whose mind-
blowing cake creation will be the star of a major event, earning them the $10,000 prize. Master pastry chefs 
serve as judges and determine which cakes are worthy of headlining parties for The Simpsons, The Sound of 
Music, DC Comics and more! Let the CAKE WARS begin. 

• Captain America premieres Tuesday, December 3 at 7/6c 
Bakers, assemble! Cake Wars takes on one of the greatest heroes in comic book history -- Captain 
America! Only one of four talented bakers will take their incredible cake creation to a party 
celebrating the super-soldier hero's 75th birthday and take home $10,000. Stephen Wacker, VP of 
Animation at Marvel, is on hand as guest judge to help decide. 

• Charlie Brown Celebrates premieres Tuesday, December 3 at 8/7c 
It's down to the final three teams, and they must prove their talents in challenges celebrating the 
50th anniversary of A Charlie Brown Christmas. First, the teams must deck out Snoopy's dog house 
for the holidays, then they'll be tasked to create the ultimate Peanuts holiday party. One team will 
be eliminated with help from special guest judge Lindsey Schulz, artist and granddaughter of 
Peanuts creator Charles M. Schulz. 

• SpongeBob premieres Tuesday, December 3 at 9/8c 
Get ready for SpongeBob, Gary and tons of underwater fun as four incredible bakers battle to have 
their amazing cake as the centerpiece of a party celebrating SpongeBob SquarePants. Some will 
sink, some will swim, but only one talented cake artist will take home $10,000. Tom Kenny, the 
voice of SpongeBob himself, serves as guest judge. 

• Charlie Brown’s All-Stars premieres Tuesday, December 3 at 10/9c 
Charlie Brown, Snoopy and the whole Peanuts gang are headed to Cake Wars to celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of the iconic special Charlie Brown's All-Stars! Four bakers swing for the fences as they 
compete to impress guest judge Lindsey Schulz, granddaughter of Peanuts creator Charles Schulz. 
Who will strike out, and who will win $10,000? 

• How to Train Your Dragon premieres Tuesday, December 10 at 7/6c 
It's time for a fire-breathing adventure as four talented breakers unleash their inner dragon and 
compete to have their amazing cake creation at the center of a party celebrating How to Train Your 
Dragon. Art Brown and Doug Sloan, executive producers of Dragons: Race to the Edge, serve as 
guest judges and help choose who will win $10,000 and who will go the way of the Vikings! 



 

• How the Grinch Stole Christmas premieres Tuesday, December 10 at 8/7c 
The six remaining teams made up of a cake artist, sugar sculptor and master food carver return to 
battle to celebrate the 50th anniversary of How the Grinch Stole Christmas. In the first round, 
they'll create a modern twist on How the Grinch Stole Christmas. Then, in the second round, they'll 
have to lend the Grinch's lair some holiday spirit fit for Dr. Seuss. At the end of the battle, one team 
will be eliminated with help from guest judge Susan Brandt, President of Dr. Seuss Enterprises. 

• Emoji premieres Tuesday, December 10 at 9/8c 
It's the most expressive episode of Cake Wars ever as four talented cake artists compete to take 
their cake creation to a party celebrating everyone's favorite little icons... Emoji! Gedeon Maheux, 
co-founder of Iconfactory, is on hand to choose who will earn a frowny-face and who will earn a 
smiley-face and take home $10,000. 

• Cobra’s Curse premieres Tuesday, December 10 at 10/9c 
Brace yourself for a hair-raising ancient Egyptian adventure as four bakers battle to have their cake 
creation at the center of a party celebrating the grand opening of Busch Gardens Tampa Bay's 
newest thrill ride, Cobra's Curse! Brian Morrow, Busch Gardens' VP of Theme Park Experience, 
serves as special guest judge to help determine which baker will take home the $10,000 prize. 

• Garfield premieres Tuesday, December 27 at 7/6c 
The one and only Garfield brings his birthday smile and big appetite to Cake Wars! Four incredible 
cake artists compete to have their creations at the center of a party celebrating everyone's favorite 
lasagna-obsessed cat, as well as take home $10,000. Gregg Berger, the voice of Odie on The 
Garfield Show, steps in as guest judge. 

• Santa’s Workshop premieres Tuesday, December 27 at 8/7c 
It's down to the final three teams of cake artists, sugar sculptors and master food carvers, and in 
the first round they need to help out Santa with a very important gift... the one for Mrs. Claus! 
Then, in the second round, Santa has stepped out of the office, and the teams are taking over to 
create the ultimate Santa's Workshop! Special guest judge and candy queen Jackie Sorkin helps to 
determine which teams will continue to face off in the finale. 

• Beauty and the Beast premieres Tuesday, December 27 at 9/8c 
Be our guest as Cake Wars celebrates a "tale as old as time!" Four bakers go to battle to have their 
cake as the centerpiece of a party celebrating the 25th anniversary of the iconic film, Beauty and 
the Beast, and take home $10,000. Paige O'Hara, the voice of Belle, is on hand to serve as guest 
judge. 

• Halo premieres Tuesday, December 27 at 10/9c 
Get ready for the biggest battle the gaming world has ever seen, as four incredible bakers create 
action-packed cakes celebrating one of the biggest video games in the world, Halo! Guest judge 
Larry "Major Nelson" Hryb, Microsoft's director of programming, will help determine which cake 
creation will blast off to the Halo World Championship and take home $10,000. 

 

Tanked 
Series Airs Sundays at 7/6c 
TV-PG (L) 
The team from Las Vegas-based Acrylic Tank Manufacturing (ATM) and co-owners Wayde King and Brett 
Raymer are ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level! These tanks are all filled with the most 
exotic, unusual, colorful and dangerous fish in the world. ATM is one of the country's most successful builders 
of aquariums and two of Sin City's most imaginative businessmen, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, are tasked 
with building some of the most enormous and awe-inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury 
hotels and casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, private homes and millionaire homeowners across the country. 
ATM takes on more than 200 projects every year with tanks ranging from 50 to one million gallons in size. 

• Shark Buffet! premieres Sunday, December 8 at 7/6c 
Wayde and Brett travel to the heart of Alabama to meet with the owners of Creek Casino to discuss 
a new property they are opening, and to bring their dream of an extravagant and oversized center 
bar aquarium to life. Wayde fears that because of the enormous scale of the tank it will need to be 
assembled on site. Tension rises as the team is challenged to build an additional tank at the casino's 
buffet and it's all hands are on deck. This tank marks ATM's 10,000th tank and one of the largest 
they've ever built! With the client's deadline approaching, the ATM crew faces a delayed tank due 
to a giant leak. 

• Driving New Business premieres Sunday, December 8 at 8/7c 
Brett and Wayde are challenged to turn an entire Toyota Highlander into an aquarium while 
simultaneously opening a new ATM office in South Florida. Toyota pushes the envelope further as 
they also ask the guys to replicate Bikini Bottom from Nickelodeon's Spongbob Squarepants 
cartoon with pinpoint accuracy inside the tank! Teaming up with Nickelodeon and ATM; The SUV 
will be unveiled at SEMA, one of the largest automotive conventions in the country. Meanwhile 
Brett decides to turn a vintage slot machine into a tank to bring a little bit of Vegas to their new 



 

Florida office but Wayde wants nothing to do with it. 

• Tanks On Tap premieres Sunday, December 8 at 9/8c 
The Las Vegas Museum of Natural History brings Brett and Wayde in to create a new interactive 
exhibit an aquarium in the shape of a carousel but instead of horses this carousel will be filled with 
seahorses! On the homefront Wayde has to confront a moment every father dreads his daughter's 
first date and takes the opportunity to set both his daughter's straight on the do's and don'ts of 
dating. But Wayde isn't able to keep his eyes on his girls at all times as he and Brett travel to 
Latham, New York to build a giant wine bottle aquarium for All Star Wine and Spirits. 

• NASCAR and Baseball Champions Tanks! premieres Sunday, December 8 at 10/9c 
NASCAR Champion Ryan Newman and his wife Krissie seek out the talents of Wayde and Brett to 
help them bring to life a functional aquatic desk for their animal rescue facility in Statesesville, NC. 
The multi piece desk tank will have to be constructed on site in the animal filled shelter. Back in 
Vegas Wayde and Brett get a call from Boston Red Sox World Series Champion Shane Victorino. 
Designing an aquarium to fit in with the interior décor and theme of the home is the easy part, this 
challenge is the location! Tension boils at the install when it's discovered the tank is too big to fit 
through any of his doors. 

• We Fish You A Merry Christmas premieres Sunday, December 15 at 9:30/8:30c 
Wayde and Brett team up with Australian Pop star, Alli Simpson to help spread the holiday cheer. 
What better way to do that than to give the gift of a lifetime? ATM could not think of a more 
deserving organization than the Children's Miracle Network. Santa Wayde and his elves Brett and 
Alli make their way to Flint, Michigan to visit Hurley Children's Hospital. The team helps spread 
some positivity in their community by donating an incredible aquarium. Happy holidays from the 
Tanked family! 

• A Merry Fishy Christmas premieres Sunday, December 15 at 10:30/9:30c 
It's the jolliest time of the year and ATM is ready to spread some holiday cheer! Ethel M Chocolate 
Factory in Henderson, NV is gearing up for their 21'st annual Holiday Cactus Lighting event and 
have tasked Wayde and Brett with building the ultimate holiday tank- a 500-gallon freshwater 
beauty, full of light up cacti and glowing fish! Meanwhile Heather's playing Mrs. Claus and with the 
help of her elves is surprising Wayde with a gift not even good Ol' St Nick could deliver. Will ATM 
pull off a Christmas miracle or will they end up on the naughty list? 

• Give a Dog a Phone premieres Sunday, December 29 at 7/6c 
Wayde and Brett are challenged to make a tank for the business communications company 
Telesphere. The tank, being used for an upcoming exhibition, needs to be in the shape of a giant 
phone and fully interactive. Another client wants an aquarium that can be used as a functional 
doghouse. Normally, completing both tanks wouldn't be a problem, but when Wayde and Brett 
both come down with the flu, the General is left in charge of the office. The power starts to go to 
his head as Irwin begins to change office policies, assist in tank production and upset the ATM staff. 

• Hang Ten Barbeque premieres Sunday, December 29 at 8/7c 
Brett and Wayde are hungry to create two restaurant tanks for some of their favorite eateries 
across the country. In St. Augustine, Florida the guys are living the "salt life" while building a 
pipeline wave tank for the newest Salt Life Food Shack location. This 10-foot-high, 15-feet-long 
surfer's dream will entertain patrons inside and outside with its unique shape - which is an ATM 
first. Hopefully the guys won't wipe out! Back home in Vegas the Rolling Smoke BBQ is looking for a 
smoker unlike any other. Complete with a pig's head and feet, the horizontal cylinder aquarium will 
constantly be smokin' delicious barbeque favorites. 

• Dining with the Fishes premieres Sunday, December 29 at 9/8c 
Come and dine with the fishes as Wayde and Brett team up with a serving ware company to create 
a custom tabletop aquarium. The guys will have to work fast because this tank is premiering at the 
massive Catersource Tradeshow in Las Vegas. Just across town The Crab Corner restaurant is 
looking to create a little piece of the Chesapeake Bay in the middle of their dining room! The guys 
will have to design and build a replica crabbing boat aquarium filled with live blue crabs, an ATM 
first. Meanwhile the guys from ATM attend an etiquette class to learn some manners. 

• The Winds of Trade premieres Sunday, December 29 at 10/9c 
Wayde and Brett are approached by renowned sea life painter Guy Harvey to build their largest 
tank to date for the Trade Winds Resort in St. Pete Beach, FL. The resort wants to create thrills 
beyond belief for their guests while still educating them with a realistic and diverse tank 
representing native fish and habitats. This tank will truly be an immersive experience as guests will 
actually be able to dive in this nearly 40,000-gallon aquarium! Back in Vegas, fed up with how he's 
being treated the General threatens to retire but the guys aren't buying it. 

 

Treehouse Masters 
Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c 
TV-PG 



 

TREEHOUSE MASTERS has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree 
whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and 
awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele 
including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to 
simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats, 
which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating 
lighthouse treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of 
designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature's shifty antics, dangerous 
construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries. 

• Wild Butterfly Escape premieres Monday, December 2 at 7/6c 
A large family from Ohio, runs a nonprofit organization, Cornerstone of Hope, which provides grief 
services to anyone who has lost a family member. The family asks Pete to build a therapeutic space 
in the trees, incorporating the nonprofit’s symbol, the butterfly. Pete jumps at this opportunity as 
he strongly believes in the unique healing power of trees and treehouses. 

• Sky High Redwood Retreat premieres Monday, December 2 at 8/7c 
A nature-loving woman in Humboldt County, California, asks Pete and his crew to build a treehouse 
that pushes their skills to the limit. The owner dreams of seeing the Pacific Ocean from her cozy 
forest perch atop the redwood canopy, and Pete knows that he and his crew are the only ones who 
can deliver! 

• Levitating Lighthouse premieres Monday, December 2 at 9/8c 
A young couple has big dreams of a lighthouse treehouse atop a seaside seawall along the coast of 
Northwest Washington. Pete is challenged by the property’s incredibly steep grade and must 
deliver all of his materials to the site by way of barge only! 

• Record High Recording Studio premieres Monday, December 2 at 10/9c 
A family from nearby Seattle wants to expand its already famous rural recording studio up into the 
trees! Up for the challenge, Pete creates a high-tech, two-story recording oasis more than 36-feet 
tall within a group of cedar trees. Upon completion, this musical treetop masterpiece is ready for 
its first recording session when a Grammy-award-winning megastar arrives at the reveal to lay 
down a brand-new track. 

• African Safari Hut premieres Monday, December 9 at 7/6c 
In Washington, an author who grew up in Kenya enlists Pete’s help to build an African-inspired 
circular hut treehouse to share with his wife. 

• Mile-High Mancave premieres Monday, December 9 at 8/7c 
Pete builds his manliest and largest treehouse yet for a Texas Dad who wants to spend some man-
time in the trees. At nearly 1,000 square feet, this Texas-sized treehouse comes with its own 600-
pound custom meat smoker and water gun turrets to fend off the girls! 

• Scottish Sky Garden premieres Monday, December 9 at 9/8c 
The team tackles a Tulsa build in kilts to create a Scottish cottage in a robust pin oak. Sturdy 
enough to battle the Oklahoma winds, Pete builds his first ever "sky bridge" that connects the 
couple's home directly to their new treetop paradise. 

• Meditating Maple premieres Monday, December 9 at 10/9c 
Pete finds the perfect treehouse spot in West Seattle for a couple seeking a meditation space - 20 
feet up in a twisting pair of maples. The team channels their chakras, creating a healing space fit for 
both humans and four-legged friends alike. 

• Treetop Candy Kitchen premieres Monday, December 16 at 7/6c 
Pete and the crew pull off a Christmas miracle, whipping up a stainless steel kitchen in the trees for 
a family of candy makers. At 80,000 pounds, this sweet treehouse has barrel ceilings, a loft 
bedroom, and a shower to wash off any sticky sugar residue. 

• Treehive Beehive premieres Monday, December 16 at 8/7c 
Pete and his team take on a sticky challenge and reinvent the classic single-tree treehouse, building 
a breathtaking and whimsical beehive like structure soaring 30-feet high in a majestic Douglas fir. 

• Kentucky Climber’s Cottage premieres Monday, December 16 at 9/8c 
Pete creates a climber's haven for an arboreal couple that rivals his love of trees. With 17-foot high 
ceilings and open-frame timber rafters, this Kentucky tree climbing duo can harness up and dangle 
from both inside and out of their new treehouse. 

• Sky High Pirate Hideout premieres Monday, December 16 at 10/9c 
Pete and his "pirates" tackle a towering build for a couple searching for treehouse treasure on their 
Pacific Coast property. With a 50-foot rope bridge, heated floors and hidden compartments, this 
20-foot-high treetop liar is fit for Blackbeard himself! 

• Santa’s Workshop premieres Monday, December 23 at 9/8c 
A family that celebrates Christmas 365 days a year tasks Pete with creating a Christmas-treehouse 
wonderland in the desert outside of Jamul, California. Faced with just a week to complete the build, 
Pete and his crew receive helping hands from the "Fraternal Order of Real Bearded Santas." 



 

• The Coolest Treehouse Ever Built premieres Monday, December 23 at 10/9c 
Pete and the team tackle a treehouse for two tastemakers in Maine. Featuring a full wall of 
windows that opens up to the outdoors and a towering rooftop crow’s-nest, this could be Pete's 
coolest treehouse ever built! 

• Nelson Family Treehouse premieres Monday, December 30 at 7/6c 
Pete gifts his daughter Emily, and Patrick, her boyfriend, with the ultimate housewarming gift - a 
treehouse of their very own by turning a piece of Nelson family history into a Moroccan marvel 
nested nearly 35 feet off the ground. 

• Sunrise Day Camp Clubhouse premieres Monday, December 30 at 8/7c 
Pete constructs an amazing clubhouse for Sunrise Day Camp - a summer camp for kids battling 
cancer. This open-air treehouse grants campers full interaction with nature by erasing the line 
between indoors and out. 

• Mindbending Silver Maple premieres Monday, December 30 at 9/8c 
Inspired by tales of a time long past, Pete builds a treehouse cradled by the stems of a twisty silver 
maple on the shore of Lake Chelan. The cedar-shingled structure has a curved turret that soars two 
stories high and a deck to take in views of the lake. 

• Magical Party Pad premieres Monday, December 30 at 10/9c 
Pete heads to the Platte River Valley of eastern Nebraska to build a magical, towering treetop 
castle for a family that has decided to never grow up. 

 

Kids Baking Championship 
Series Airs Fridays at 9/8c 
TV-G 
Twelve of the best kid bakers in America have emerged as contenders for the title of Kids Baking Champion. 
Hosts and judges Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman lead these awesome young bakers through tasty 
challenges designed to find the most impressive and creative baker. From volcano cakes and breakfast 
desserts to mobile app cookies, only one kid will rise to become the Kids Baking Champion. 

• Life is a Carnival premieres Friday, December 6 at 9/8c 
The carnival is in town for the Kids Baking Championship kick off! It's a thrill ride when Valerie 
Bertinelli and Duff Goldman ask the 12 best kid bakers in the country to create carnival-themed 
cupcakes and incorporate carnival treats like kettle corn, frozen bananas and cotton candy. 

• I Lava Volcano premieres Friday, December 6 at 10/9c 
Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman task the 11 remaining kid bakers with creating volcano Bundt 
cakes that spew smoke and edible boulders. The red-hot challenge will test these amazing bakers 
to their fiery core! 

• Comfort Food Dessert Imposters premieres Friday, December 6 at 11/10c 
The most beloved challenge of all pulls up a seat at the local diner! The remaining 10 kid bakers 
must create a comfort food dessert imposter -- meatloaf, fried chicken, mac and cheese, and more 
-- to keep their place at the table. 

• Color Me Wow! premieres Friday, December 13 at 9/8c 
In an ode to the outrageous psychedelic colors of tie-dye, Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman head 
back to the 1960s and ask the remaining nine kid bakers to "color them wow" with mind-blowing 
tie-dye cakes. 

• Throwback Eclairs premieres Friday, December 13 at 10/9c 
What were desserts like when hosts Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman were kids? The remaining 
eight bakers must update old school desserts like coconut cream pie or German chocolate cake into 
trendy "throwback" eclairs. 

• Breakfast Desserts premieres Friday, December 13 at 11/10c 
The remaining seven kid bakers become royal subjects to either Valerie "Queen of Pancakes" 
Bertinelli or Duff "King of Waffles" Goldman and must please their ruler by creating layer cakes 
made from waffles or pancakes. To increase the stakes, the winning side is immune from 
elimination. 

• Mobile App Cookies premieres Friday, December 20 at 7/6c 
Today, there's an app for almost everything! Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman provide app 
names like Snackchat, Clash of Carbs and Pastry Chef Go. Then, the remaining six kid bakers must 
design and create mobile app icons out of sugar cookies and explain what each app does. 

• Pet Shop Joys premieres Friday, December 20 at 8/7c 
Cute little pets serve as the inspiration for incredible sweets when the last five kid bakers standing 
must create a dessert inspired by the animal they are paired with: guinea pig, turtle, rabbit, mini 
pig or silkie chicken. 

• Molecular Kidstronomy premieres Friday, December 20 at 9/8c 
Kids Baking Championship goes mad scientist! Using futuristic tools, the final four bakers fight for a 
spot in the finale with molecular gastronomy inspired desserts. Which three kids will make it 



 

through the high-tech gauntlet? 

• Superhero Grand Finale premieres Friday, December 20 at 10/9c 
For the finale, the last three kid bakers are given five hours to create an original superhero cake 
and describe their superhero's powers during tasting. Who will win this last challenge and fly off 
with $25,000? 

 

MOVIES/SPECIALS/STUNTS 
 

Kong – King of the Apes 
Network Premiere Friday, December 6 at 7/6c 
TV-Y7 (FV) 
Kong is saved as a young ape by a boy named Lucas and is raised by Lucas and his family. Fast forward ... It’s 
2050 and the future looks bright for San Francisco’s Alcatraz Island since its transformation into the most 
impressive Natural History and Marine Preserve on the planet. But when the star attraction suddenly goes ape 
and Kong becomes public enemy number one, the villain who framed him is free to unleash an army of 
gigantic robotic dinosaurs on the unsuspecting world. Can Kong save the day? 
 

Tarzan and Jane - Genesis 
Network Premiere Friday, December 13 at 7/6c 
TV-Y7 (FV) 
Baby Tarzan is rescued from a plane crash by the gorilla, Kala, and brought to a Shaman who treats Tarzan's 
injuries with a mix of native medicines and experimental science - saving Tarzan's life and giving him 
supernatural animal powers in the process. Tarzan is returned to Kala and remains in the jungle, defending 
animals from poachers, hunters and other threats. As a teenager, Tarzan is discovered by an expedition team 
from London, paid for by his billionaire grandfather. It is during this expedition where Tarzan meets Jane, and 
they become fast friends. Later, a series of mishaps takes him to London, reuniting Tarzan not only with his 
long-lost family, but Jane as well. It is here where Tarzan and Jane learn to navigate the “urban jungle” of 
London, and uncover a dastardly plot to steal and sell exotic animals to the highest bidder! It is up to our 
heroes to figure out who is behind this sinister deed, and return the animals to their rightful homes in the 
jungle. 
 

Tarzan and Jane – Tale of Two Jungles 
Network Premiere Saturday, December 21 at 2/1c 
TV-Y7 (FV) 
After returning to London, Tarzan and Jane encounter Jane’s mother, Angela, a celebrity-turned-journalist 
who is researching an expose claiming Greystoke Industries harms the environment. The truth is someone is 
trying to destroy Greystoke Industries. Tarzan and Jane must figure out who this mystery saboteur is while 
battling fires, snakes, and sneak attacks. With this Mastermind's henchmen trying to stop them at every turn, 
our young heroes must take part in a thrilling, multi-country adventure in order to save Greystoke Industries 
and finally put an end to the criminal enterprise that threatens to put the environment and countless lives - 
human and animal alike - in danger! 
 

Party with the Ponies 
Airs All-day Monday, December 24 through Monday, December 31 
Discovery Family and your friends from MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC and EQUESTRIA GIRLS 
countdown to the New Year by celebrating the final days of 2019 with an all-week party event complete with 
tons of classic episodes from the past nine seasons of MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC. Contact Jared 
Albert for the complete schedule. 
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